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In this paper, we perform a detail analysis on leptogenesis and dark matter form low scale seesaw.
In the framework of ν2HDM, we further introduce one scalar singlet φ and one Dirac fermion singlet
χ, which are charged under a Z2 symmetry. Assuming the coupling of χ is extremely small, it serves
as a FIMP dark matter. The heavy right hand neutrinos N provide a common origin for tiny neutrino
mass (via seesaw mechanism), leptogenesis (via N → `LΦ∗ν , ¯`LΦν) and dark matter (via N → χφ).
With hierarchical right hand neutrino masses, the explicit calculation shows that success thermal
leptogenesis is viable even for TeV scale N1 with 0.4 GeV . vν . 1 GeV and lightest neutrino
mass m1 . 10−11 eV. In such scenario, light FIMP dark matter in the keV to MeV range is naturally
expected. The common parameter space for neutrino mass, natural leptogenesis and FIMP DM is
also obtained in this paper.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Besides the success of standard model (SM), there are still several open questions. In particular, tiny
neutrino mass, baryon asymmetry of the Universe (BAU) and dark matter (DM) are the three outstanding
evidences that require physics beyond SM. The discovery of neutrino oscillations [1, 2] indicate that the
mass of neutrinos are at sub-eV scale, which is at least six order of magnitudes smaller than charged leptons.
Known as type-I seesaw mechanism [3, 4], this extensively considered way to naturally incorporate neutrino
masses is via introducing three right hand neutrinos N together with high scale Majorana masses of N ,
−LY ⊃ yLΦ˜N + 1
2
N cmNN + h.c., (1)
where Φ is the SM Higgs doublet. After spontaneous electroweak symmetry breaking, neutrinos achieve
masses as
mν = −v
2
2
y m−1N y
T . (2)
Typically, mν ∼ O(0.1) eV is obtained with y ∼ O(1) and mN ∼ O(1014) GeV. Meanwhile, the heavy
neutrino can also account for BAU via leptogenesis [5]. For canonical thermal leptogenesis with hierarchal
right hand neutrinos, an upper limit on the CP asymmetry exists, thus a lower limit on mass of lightest right
hand neutrino M1 should be satisfied [6],
M1 & 5× 108 GeV
( v
246 GeV
)2
. (3)
Therefore, both tiny neutrino mass and leptogenesis favor high scale N in type-I seesaw. However for such
high scale N , a naturalness problem might arise [7]. By requiring radiative corrections to the m2ΦΦ
†Φ term
no larger than 1 TeV2, it is found that[8]
M1 . 3× 107 GeV
( v
246 GeV
)2/3
, (4)
should be satisfied. Clearly, naturalness is incompatible with leptogenesis. One viable pathway to overcome
this is lowering the leptogenesis scale by imposing resonant leptogenesis [9], ARS mechanism via neutrino
oscillation [10, 11], or from Higgs decays [12, 13]. All the success of these scenarios depend on the
degenerate mass of right hand neutrinos [14], which seems is another sense of unnatural. An alternative
scenario with hierarchal right hand neutrinos is employing intrinsic low scale neutrino mass model, e.g.,
ν2HDM [15, 16] or Scotogenic model [17–24]. In this paper, we consider the ν2HDM [25]. Based on
previous brief discussion in Ref. [16, 26, 27], we perform a detailed analysis on leptogenesis, especially
focus on dealing with the corresponding Boltzmann equations to obtain the viable parameter space.
3On the other hand, dark matter accounts for more than five times the proportion of visible baryonic
matter in our current cosmic material field. In principle, one can regard the lightest right hand neutrino
N1 at keV scale as sterile neutrino DM [28–31]. However, various constraints leave a quite small viable
parameter space [32]. Meanwhile, leptogenesis with two hierarchal right hand neutrinos is actually still at
high scale [21, 33, 34]. In this paper, we further introduce a dark sector with one scalar singlet φ and one
Dirac fermion singlet χ, which are charged under a Z2 symmetry [35]. The stability of DM χ is protected
by the Z2 symmetry, therefore the tight X-ray limits can be avoided [32]. In light of the null results from
DM direct detection [36] and indirect detection [37], we consider χ as a FIMP DM [38].
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly introduce our model. Leptogenesis with
hierarchal right hand neutrinos is discussed in Sec. III. The relic abundance of FIMP DM χ and constraint
from free streaming length are considered in Sec. IV. Viable parameter space for leptogenesis and DM is
obtained by a random scan in Sec. V. We conclude our work in Sec. VI.
II. THE MODEL
The original TeV-scale ν2HDM for neutrino mass was proposed in Ref. [25]. The model is extended by
one neutrinophilic scalar doublet Φν with same quantum numbers as SM Higgs doublet Φ and three right
hand heavy neutrino N . To forbid the direct type-I seesaw interaction LΦ˜N , a global U(1)L symmetry
should be employed, under which LΦ = 0, LΦν = −1 and LN = 0. Therefore, Φν will specifically couple
to N , and Φ couple to quarks and charge leptons as in SM. For the dark sector, one scalar singlet φ and
one Dirac fermion singlet χ are further introduced, which are charged under a Z2 symmetry. Provided
mχ < mφ, then χ serves as DM candidate.
The scalar doublets could be denoted as
Φ =
 φ+
v+φ0,r+iφ0,i√
2
 , Φν =
 φ+ν
vν+φ
0,r
ν +iφ
0,i
ν√
2
 . (5)
The corresponding Higgs potential is then
V = m2ΦΦ
†Φ +m2ΦνΦ
†
νΦν +m
2
φφ
†φ+
λ1
2
(Φ†Φ)2 +
λ2
2
(Φ†νΦν)
2 (6)
+λ3(Φ
†Φ)(Φ†νΦν) + λ4(Φ
†Φν)(Φ†νΦ)− (µ2Φ†Φν + h.c.)
+
λ5
2
(φ†φ)2 + λ6(φ†φ)(Φ†Φ) + λ7(φ†φ)(Φ†νΦν), (7)
where the U(1)L symmetry is broken explicitly but softly by the µ2 term. For the unbroken Z2 symmetry,
〈φ〉 = 0 should be satisfied. Meanwhile, VEVs of Higgs doublets in terms of parameters of the Higgs
4potential can be found by deriving the minimization condition
v
[
m2Φ +
λ1
2
v2 +
λ3 + λ4
2
v2ν
]
− µ2vν = 0 (8)
vν
[
m2Φν +
λ2
2
v2ν +
λ3 + λ4
2
v2
]
− µ2v = 0. (9)
Taking the parameter set
m2Φ < 0,m
2
Φν > 0, |µ2|  m2Φν , (10)
we can obtain the relations of VEVs as
v '
√
−2m2Φ
λ1
, vν ' µ
2v
m2Φν + (λ3 + λ4)v
2/2
. (11)
Typically, vν ∼ 1 GeV is obtained with µ ∼ 10 GeV andmΦν ∼ 100 GeV. Since µ2 term is the only source
of U(1)L breaking, radiative corrections to µ2 are proportional to µ2 itself and are only logarithmically
sensitive to the cutoff [39]. Thus, the VEV hierarchy vν  v is stable against radiative corrections [40, 41].
After SSB, the physical Higgs bosons are given by [42]
H+ = φ+ν cosβ − φ+ sinβ, A = φ0,iν cosβ − φ0,i sinβ, (12)
H = φ0,rν cosα− φ0,r sinα, h = φ0,r cosα+ φ0,r sinα, (13)
where the mixing angles β and α are determined by
tanβ =
vν
v
, tan 2α ' 2vν
v
−µ2 + (λ3 + λ4)vvν
−µ2 + λ1vvν . (14)
Neglecting terms of O(v2ν) and O(µ2), masses of the physical Higgs bosons are
m2H+ ' m2Φν +
1
2
λ3v
2, m2A ' m2H ' m2H++
1
2
λ4v
2, m2h ' λ1v2. (15)
Since the mixing angles are suppressed by the small value of vν , h is almost identically to the 125 GeV
SM Higgs boson [43, 44]. A degenerate mass spectrum of Φν as mH+ =mH =mA =mΦν is adopted in
our following discussion for simplicity, which is certainly allowed by various constraints [45]. Due to the
unbroken Z2 symmetry, the dark scalar singlet φ do not mix with the Higgs doublets.
The new Yukawa interaction and mass terms are
−LY ⊃ yLΦ˜νN + λχ¯φN + 1
2
N cmNN +mχχ¯χ+ h.c., (16)
where Φ˜ν = iσ2Φ∗ν . Similar to the canonical Type-I seesaw [3], the mass matrix for light neutrinos can be
derived from Eq. (16) as:
mν = −v
2
ν
2
y m−1N y
T = UPMNS mˆνU
T
PMNS, (17)
5where mˆν = diag(m1,m2,m3) is the diagonalized neutrino mass matrix, and UPMNS is the PMNS
(Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata) matrix:
UPMNS =

c12c13 s12c13 s13e
iδ
−s12c23 − c12s23s13e−iδ c12c23 − s12s23s13e−iδ s23c13
s12s23 − c12c23s13e−iδ −c12s23 − s12c23s13e−iδ c23c13
×diag(eiϕ1/2, 1, eiϕ2/2) (18)
Here, we use abbreviations cij = cos θij and sij = sin θij , δ is the Dirac phase and ϕ1, ϕ2 are the two
Majorana phases. Due to smallness of vν , TeV scale mN could be viable to realise 0.1 eV scale light
neutrino masses. Using the Casas-Ibarra parametrization [46, 47], the Yukawa matrix y can be expressed in
terms of neutrino oscillation parameters
y =
√
2
vν
UPMNSmˆ
1/2
ν R(mˆN )
1/2, (19)
where R is an orthogonal matrix in general and mˆN = diag(M1,M2,M3) is the diagonalized heavy neu-
trino mass matrix. In this work, we parameterize matrix R as
R =

cosω12 − sinω12 0
sinω12 cosω12 0
0 0 1


cosω13 0 − sinω13
0 1 0
sinω13 0 cosω13


1 0 0
0 cosω23 − sinω23
0 sinω23 cosω23
 , (20)
where ω12,13,23 are arbitrary complex angles.
III. LEPTOGENESIS
Now we consider the leptogenesis in this model. The lepton asymmetry is generated by the out-of-
equilibrium CP-violating decays of right hand neutrino N → `LΦ∗ν , ¯`LΦν . Neglecting the flavor effect
[48], the CP asymmetry is given by
i =
1
8pi(y†y)ii
∑
j 6=i
Im[(y†y)2ij ]G
(
M2j
M2i
,
m2Φν
M2i
)
, (21)
where the function G(x, y) is defined as [34]
G(x, y) =
√
x
[
(1− y)2
1− x + 1 +
1− 2y + x
(1− y2)2 ln
(
x− y2
1− 2y + x
)]
. (22)
Using the parametrization of Yukawa coupling y in Eq. (19), it is easy to verify
y†y =
2
v2ν
mˆ
1/2
N R
†mˆνRmˆ
1/2
N . (23)
6Hence, the matrix y†y does not depend on the PMNS matrix, which means that the complex matrix R
is actually the source of CP asymmetry i. The asymmetry is dominantly generated by the decay of N1.
Further considering the hierarchal mass spectrum m2Φν M21 M22,3, the asymmetry 1 is simplified to
1 ' − 3
16pi(y†y)11
∑
j=2,3
Im[(y†y)21j ]
M1
Mj
(24)
Similar to the Davidson-Ibarra bound [6], an upper limit on 1 can be derived
|1| . 3
16pi
M1m3
v2ν
. (25)
Comparing with the bound in type-I seesaw, the asymmetry could be enhanced due to the smallness of VEV
vν . Therefore, low scale leptogenesis seems to be viable in the ν2HDM [16, 26]. Meanwhile, the washout
effect is quantified by the decay parameter
K =
Γ1
H(z = 1)
, (26)
where Γ1 is the decay width ofN1,H is the Hubble parameter and z ≡M1/T with T being the temperature
of the thermal bath. The decay width is given by
Γ1 =
M1
8pi
(y†y)11
(
1− m
2
Φν
M21
)2
, (27)
and the Hubble parameter is
H =
√
8pi3g∗
90
T 2
Mpl
= H(z = 1)
1
z2
, (28)
with g∗ the effective number of relativistic degrees of freedom and Mpl = 1.2× 1019 GeV. Using Eq. (23),
one can verify
K ' 897
(
v
vν
)2 (mˆRν )11
eV
, (29)
where mˆRν ≡ R†mˆνR, and thus
(mˆRν )11 = m1| cosω12|2| cosω13|2 +m2| sinω12|2| cosω13|2 +m3| sinω13|2. (30)
It is obvious that the decay parameter K does not depend on ω23, and it is also enhanced by smallness of
vν . Since (mˆRν )11 is typically of the order of m3 ∼ 0.1 eV, the decay parameter K ' 5.4 × 106 when
vν = 1 GeV. So even with maximum asymmetry max1 ∼ −6.0 × 10−7 for M1 = 105 GeV obtained from
Eq. (25), a rough estimation of final baryon asymmetry gives Y∆B ∼ −10−3max1 /K ∼ 1.1 × 10−16 for
strong washout [49], which is far below current observed value Y obs∆B = (8.72± 0.04)× 10−11 [50]. Hence,
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FIG. 1. Decay parameter K as a function of m1 with vν = 10 GeV. Because R must be a complex matrix, we have
set ωijR = ωijI .
only obtaining an enhanced CP asymmetry 1 is not enough, one has to deal with the washout effect more
carefully.
One promising pathway is to reduce the decay parameter K. For instance, if weak washout condition
K . 1 is realised, then Y∆B ∼ −10−3max1 ∼ 6.0 × 10−10 > Y obs∆B . Thus, correct baryon asymmetry
can be obtained by slightly tunning 1. As pointed out in Ref. [21], small value of K can be realised by
choosing small ω12,13. In Fig. 1, we illustrate the dependence of K on lightest neutrino mass m1 with
vν = 10 GeV. The left panel shows the special case ω13 = 0, where Eq. (30) is simplified to (mˆRν )11 =
m1| cosω12|2 + m2| sinω12|2 ≥
√
∆m221| sinω12|2. It is clear that the weak washout condition K < 1
favors |ω12| . 10−2 and m1 . 10−6 eV. The right panel shows the special case ω12 = 0. Similar results
are observed with left panel.
On the other hand, the ∆L = 2 washout processes become more significant for small vν [16, 26].
Notably, for low scale seesaw, the narrow width condition Γ1/M1  1 is satisfied. Therefore, the evolution
of lepton asymmetry and DM abundance actually decouple from each other [51, 52]. The evolution of
abundance YN1 and lepton asymmetry Y∆L are described by the Boltzmann equations
dYN1
dz
= −D(YN1 − Y eqN1), (31)
dY∆L
dz
= −1D(YN1 − Y eqN1)−WY∆L. (32)
8The decay term is given by
D = Kz
K1(z)
K2(z) . (33)
For the washout term, two contributions are considered, i.e., W = WID +W∆L=2, where the inverse decay
term is
WID =
1
4
Kz3K1(z), (34)
and the ∆L = 2 scattering term at low temperature is approximately [53]
W∆L=2 ' 0.186
z2
(
246 GeV
vν
)4( M1
1010 GeV
)( m¯
eV
)2
. (35)
Here, m¯ is the absolute neutrino mass scale, which is calculated as
m¯2 = m21 +m
2
2 +m
2
3 = 3m
2
1 + ∆m
2
21 + δm
2
31, (36)
for normal hierarchy. According to latest global fit, we use the best fit values, i.e., ∆m221 = 7.39×10−5 eV2
and δm231 = 2.525 × 10−3 eV2 [54]. For tiny lightest neutrino mass m1  10−2 eV, we actually have
m¯ '
√
δm231 ∼ 0.05 eV. Notably, the ∆L = 2 scattering term would be greatly enhanced when vν  v,
so this term is much more important than in vanilla leptogenesis. Then, the sphaleron processes convert the
lepton asymmetry into baryon asymmetry as [55]
Y∆B =
28
79
Y∆(B−L) = −
28
51
Y∆L. (37)
Fig. 2 shows the washout effect of ∆L = 2 processes. In Fig. 2 (a), weak washout scenario is considered
by fixing K = 10−2, |1| = 10−6,M1 = 106 GeV while varying vν = 10, 1, 0.1 GeV. It shows that for
vν = 10 GeV, the ∆L = 2 effect is not obvious, but for vν = 1 GeV, the final baryon asymmetry Y∆B is
diluted by over three orders of magnitude. While for vν = 0.1 GeV, the ∆L = 2 effect is so strong that
the final baryon asymmetry is negligible. The strong washout scenario with K = 102, |1| = 10−4,M1 =
106 GeV and varying vν = 10, 1, 0.1 GeV is illustrated in Fig. 2 (b), where the final baryon asymmetry Y∆B
for vν = 1 GeV is decreased by about six orders comparing with the case for vν = 10 GeV. Therefore,
the ∆L = 2 washout effects set a lower bound on vν , i.e., vν & 0.3 GeV as suggested by Ref. [16].
Furthermore, since the ∆L = 2 washout term is also proportional toM1, the largerM1 is, the more obvious
the washout effect is. The corresponding results are depicted in Fig. 2 (c) for the weak washout and Fig. 2 (d)
for the strong washout. In this way, for certain value of vν , an upper bound on M1 can be obtained. For
instance, when vν = 1 GeV, then M1 . 105 GeV should be satisfied [26].
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FIG. 2. The washout effect of ∆L = 2 processes. The cyan lines are the observed value Y obs∆B = 8.72× 10−11.
IV. DARKMATTER
In our extension of the ν2HDM, the right-handed heavy neutrinos N also couple with fermion singlet
χ and scalar singlet φ via the Yukawa interaction. The complex Yukawa coupling coefficient λ can lead to
CP violation in N decays, and eventually producing asymmetric DM χ [51]. Instead, we consider another
interesting scenario, i.e., the FIMP case with the real coupling λ  1 [52]. In this way, the interaction
of DM χ is so weak that it never reach thermalization. Its relic abundance is determined by the freeze-in
mechanism [56], which is obtained by solving the following Boltzmann equation
dYχ
dz
= D YN1BRχ, (38)
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FIG. 3. Evolution of dark matter abundance with parameter z = M1/T . We fix K = 10 in the left panel and
BRχ = 10−3 in the right panel. The dashed horizontal lines correspond to the estimated results with Eq. (39). DM
mass mχ is obtained by setting Ωχh2 = 0.12 with the numerical results of Yχ(∞).
where BRχ is the branching ratio of N1 → χφ. Due to the FIMP nature of χ, the hierarchal condition
BRχ  BR` ' 1 is easily satisfied. The out of equilibrium condition for N1 → χφ decay is Γχ/H(z =
1) ' BRχΓ1/H(z = 1) = BRχK < 1. In following studies, we mainly take BRχ < 10−2 and K . 10,
thus the out of equilibrium condition is always satisfied. According to the above Boltzmann equation, we
can estimate the asymptotic abundances of χ as [52]
Yχ(∞) ' YN1(0)BRχ
(
1 +
15piζ(5)
16ζ(3)
K
)
. (39)
Then, the corresponding relic abundance is
Ωχh
2 =
mχs0Yχ(∞)
ρc
h2 ' 0.12×
(mχ
keV
)(BRχ
10−3
)(
0.009 +
K
44
)
, (40)
where s0 = 2891.2 cm−3, ρc = 1.05371×10−5h2 GeV cm−3 [57]. Typically, the observed relic abundance
can be obtained with mχ ∼ 4 keV, BRχ ∼ 10−3 and K ∼ 10. The evolution of DM abundances are shown
in Fig. (3). It is clear that when the temperature goes down to z = mχ/T ∼ 5, the abundances Yχ freeze
in and keep at a constant. The left panel of Fig. (3) indicates that mχ is inverse proportional to BRχ when
the decay parameter K is a constant. For instance, sub-MeV scale light DM is obtained when BRχ > 10−6
with K = 10. Right panel of Fig. (3) shows the impact of decay parameter K. Affected by the constant
term before K in Eq. (40), we can only conclude that the smaller the K is, the larger the mχ is. Besides,
we also find that the discrepancy between the numerical and analytical results of Yχ(∞) increases when
K decreases. Therefore, we adopt the numerical result of Yχ(∞) for a more precise calculation in the
11
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following discussion.
The dominant constraint on FIMP DM χ comes from its free streaming length, which describes the
average distance a particle travels without a collision [52]
rFS =
∫ aeq
arh
〈v〉
a2H
da ≈ aNR
H0
√
ΩR
(
0.62 + ln
(
aeq
aNR
))
, (41)
where 〈v〉 is the averaged velocity of DM χ, aeq and arh represent scale factors in equilibrium and reheating,
respectively. We use the resultsH0 = 67.3 km s−1Mpc−1,ΩR = 9.3×10−5 and aeq = 2.9×10−4 obtained
from Ref. [58]. The non-relativistic scale factor for FIMP DM is
aNR =
T0
2mχ
(
g∗,0
g∗,rh
) 1
3
K−
1
2 . (42)
Taking g∗,0 = 3.91, g∗,rh = 106.75 and T0 = 2.35× 10−4 eV, finally we can get
rFS ' 2.8× 10−2
(
keV
mχ
)(
50
K
) 1
2
×
(
1 + 0.09 ln
[(mχ
keV
)(K
50
) 1
2
])
Mpc. (43)
The most stringent bound on rFS comes from small structure formation rFS < 0.1 Mpc [59]. The rela-
tionship between the mass of χ and its free streaming length is depicted in Fig. (4). Basically speaking,
warm DM is obtained for mχ ∼ 10 keV while K ∈ [0.01, 100]. Meanwhile, χ becomes cold DM when χ
is sufficient heavy and/or the decay parameter K is large enough.
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FIG. 5. Viable parameter space for DM. The red, orange and blue points correspond to hot, warm and cold DM,
respectively.
V. COMBINED ANALYSIS
After studying some benchmark points, it would be better to figure out the viable parameter space for
success leptogenesis and DM. We then perform a random scan over the following parameter space:
m1 ∈ [10−12, 10−2] eV, M1 ∈ [103, 108] GeV, vν ∈ [10−2, 102] GeV, (44)
Re(ω12,13,23) ∈ [10−10, 1], Im(ω12,13,23) ∈ [10−10, 1], BRχ ∈ [10−6, 10−2].
During the scan, we have fixed M2/M1 = M3/M2 = 10. The final obtained baryon asymmetry Y∆B is
required to be within 3σ range of the observed value, i.e., Y∆B ∈ [8.60, 8.84] × 10−11. The results are
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FIG. 6. Same as Fig 5, but for leptogenesis.
shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 for DM and leptogenesis, respectively.
Let’s consider the DM results in Fig. 5 first. According to the dominant constraint from free streaming
length rFS , we can divide the viable samples into three scenarios in Fig. 5 (a). Of course, the hot DM
scenario is not favored by small structure formation. For warm DM, mχ ∈ [0.3, 2 × 103] keV is possible.
Meanwhile for cold DM, mχ ∈ [10, 2 × 105] keV is allowed. And rFS is down to about 10−5 Mpc when
mχ ∼ 105 keV. From Fig. 5 (b), we aware that the hot DM samples correspond to those with small DM
mass mχ and very weak washout effect K . 10−2. Fig. 5 (c) shows the samples in the mχ −M1 plane.
Three kinds of DM are all possible for certain value of M1. By the way, it is interesting to obtain an upper
limit on mχ when M1 . 106 GeV. This indicates that for TeV scale leptogenesis, FIMP DM should be keV
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to sub-MeV. The result for BRχ is shown in Fig. 5 (d), which tells us that warm DM requires BRχ & 10−4
and cold DM requires BRχ . 10−3, respectively.
Then we consider the leptogenesis results in Fig. 6. The generalised Davidson-Ibarra bound is clearly
seen in Fig. 6 (a). The (warm and cold DM) allowed samples show that the mass of N1 for success leptoge-
nesis could be down to about 3 TeV. The viable region in the vν −M1 plane is shown in Fig. 6 (b), which
is consistent with the theoretical bounds discussed in Ref. [16]. For completeness, the naturalness bound in
Eq. (4) is also shown. Therefore, natural leptogenesis is viable for 3 × 103 GeV . M1 . 7 × 106 GeV
with 0.4 GeV . vν . 30 GeV. The result for decay parameter K is given in Fig. 6 (c), which shows that
K . 10 should be satisfied when M1 . 108 GeV. Actually for M1 . 105 GeV, all the samples are within
weak washout region. An upper bound on lightest neutrino mass m1 is clearly seen in Fig. 6 (d). Success
leptogenesis in the ν2HDM requires m1 must be extremely tiny, i.e., m1 . 10−11 eV for M1 ∼ 104 GeV.
Before ending this section, we give a brief discussion on the collider signature. According to the results
of leptogenesis in Fig. 6, not too small vν is favored. In such scenario, the branching ratios of neutrinophilic
scalars are quite different from the scenario with small vν [42, 61–63], but are similar with type-I 2HDM
[64]. Currently, ifmΦν is smaller thanmt, the most stringent constraint comes from t→ bH±(H± → τ±ν)
[65], which could exclude the region vν & 18 GeV [66]. Meanwhile, if mZ + mh . mφν . 2mt, the
channel A→ Zh(h→ bb¯) could exclude the region vν & 24 GeV [67]. For heavier additional scalars with
mΦν > 2mt, the signature A/H → tt¯ is only able to probe the region vν & 174 GeV [68, 69]. Therefore,
the experimental bounds on neutrinophilic scalars can be easily escaped provided mΦν is large enough. At
HL-LHC, the signature A → Zh(h → bb¯) would reach vν ∼ 10 GeV [69]. Then the observation of this
signature will indicate M1 ∼ 106 GeV and m1 . 10−7 eV.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an extended ν2HDM to interpret the neutrino mass, leptogenesis and dark
matter simultaneously. This model contains one neutrinophilic scalar doublet Φν , three right hand heavy
neutrino N , which account for low scale neutrino mass generation similar to type-I seesaw. Leptogenesis is
generated due to the CP-violating decays of right hand neutrinoN → `LΦ∗ν , ¯`LΦν . The dark sector contains
one scalar singlet φ and one Dirac fermion singlet χ, which are charged under a Z2 symmetry. Provided
mχ < mφ and λ  1, χ is a FIMP DM candidate within this paper. The relic abundance of χ is produced
by N → χφ. Therefore, we have a common origin, i.e., the heavy right hand neutrino N , for tiny neutrino
mass, baryon asymmetry and dark matter.
In the frame work of ν2HDM, the asymmetry 1 and decay parameter K are both enhanced by the
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smallness of vν . By explicit calculation, we show that the decay parameter K can be suppressed under
certain circumstance. The importance of ∆L = 2 washout process is also illustrated. As for FIMP DM, the
relic abundance mainly depends on the branching ratio BRχ and decay parameter K, and mχ is typically
at the order of keV to MeV scale. Meanwhile the free streaming length sets stringent bound. The viable
parameter space for success leptogenesis and DM is obtained by solving the corresponding Boltzmann
equations. To keep this model natural, we find 103 GeV . M1 . 106 GeV, 0.4 GeV . vν . 30 GeV,
m1 . 10−5 eV and K . 10 is favored by leptogenesis. Meanwhile, the warm (cold) DM mass in the range
mχ ∈ [0.3, 2× 103] keV (mχ ∈ [10, 2× 105] keV) is predicted with BRχ & 10−4 (BRχ . 10−3).
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